Five Ways to See a Market Reversal

By T.H. Murrey

Please look at these four charts (TYX - US 30 Yr. Interest Rates) covering Six months starting back at August, 1998 through the end of March 1999. These charts have been presented with the Murrey Math Trading Frame Software 1998 Version 1.7678.

This software uses the same logic and trading techniques prescribed by W. D. Gann, who memorized all his horizontal 1/8th through 8/8th lines before he went to the "pits" to trade "live" and make 10 of 11 trades (winners) per trading day.

W.D. Gann asked his "students" (of which I am one) but I came by Gann through Maynard Holt (who wrote the software Relevance III and also has had articles published in this magazine) who came to Gann through his studies through his "personal" studies with Andrews (famous for his "pitchforks" parallel momentum lines 1st discovered by Roger Babson: 1890's) to learn to recognize market reversals off (4) simple reversal signals: 1) "bounces" (up) or "bumps" (down) off horizontal support or resistance lines set off any given set of two extremes, 2) reverses off one of seven speed lines (angled up or down), 3) momentum angled lines (45 degrees) and 4), Time reversals: trading squares.

W.D. Gann also used volume signals (at highs and lows) as a "exhaustion" reversal signals off high volume: we shall discuss this aspect of his trading philosophy in another article.

There are over 80 different software companies and 187 "Gurus" out there trying to tell us where the best place to set in motion W.D. Gann's # 1. Rule: find the extreme high and low and divide this difference into 8/8ths.

We subscribe to the theory that W.D. Gann already knew what these extremes might have been (beforehand): for he merely walked into the "pits" with a small sheet with numbers on it (although he was the "master" chart "follower").

Everyone has always tried to figure out how hard it was to do what Gann learned to do (win almost all the time trade off 8th grade math) but he really went: one potato, two potato, three potato: trade.

No human could ever win 264 out of 288 trades with a complicated trading system!
We used what W.D. Gann instructed us to do in his book on commodities (on pages 34 and 68 and then expressed it more fully on page 71, when he said to watch Wheat fall back in 1861 if it didn't hold up 5 cents above its highs) and asked us to just trade off the "natural numbers."

Our software automatically sets up the Trading Frame off the universal "natural numbers" passed on to W.D. Gann by P.D. Ouspensky, when he gave lectures in New York City, in 1921: so you are "freed up" to peruse other interests such as executing timely trades.

Please look over to chart # 4. and you will "see" that the US 30 Yr. Interest Rates reversed 12 times (almost exactly) off lines that were set back at the start of chart # 1. and brought forward (to the present trading frame) # 4.

We use the same simple method W.D. Gann used to set all markets: "natural numbers." (inside an Internal Octave).

P.D. Ouspensky instructed us to do this.

I am the only "Guru" to have "seen" what he was trying to make you "see."

Gann refused to show you the "obvious," but he did give us (3) "obvious" clues and one hidden "clue" when he told us only once that markets reverse of 1/8 or 2/8th.

That's why he told you twice and then led you to most frequent numbers markets reverse off (hoping you would "see" it for yourself). We did: me and my software.

I give Learning Academies in different cities and I have some students who cross the oceans to hear me speak and I show them how simple W.D. Gann traded.

W.D. Gann never used moving averages; i.e., RSI, Stochastic, William's % R, which are tremendous indicators (that must always be a little late to "predict").

Looking back from chart # 1. through # 4. one may "see" that US Rates are moving higher, while everyone on T.V. says they are finally going lower (down to where)?

Please go back to chart # 4. and look more closely at (# 8. and # 10) and you will "see" that these reversals occurred exactly between two 1/8th lines (inside the 8/8ths trading frame).

W.D. Gann said to also "watch for reversals" off minor 50.% lines inside 1/8ths (which this market did twice).

This fulfilled our verification that W.D. Gann had all these numbers memorized and set any market (trading in the same price range) off the same numbers.

So, our software automatically does the same "mental work" of deciding which set of highs and lows are best suited for any market (as soon as you click on the market desired
to “observe”).

We took W.D. Gann one step further and “saw” that markets will Automatically adjust their 8/8ths and 4/8ths lines when the trading action expands or contracts as time moves to the right and past extreme highs and (or) lows lose their “affect” on the current trading action.

Everyone has always been taught to keep old highs or lows in their sight (trading memory) when our trading strategy will throw out (time-wise) old highs that are not inside our present band-width, which is set off either its last (16), (32) or (64) trading days.

We have helped traders make more profits “quicker” by having the most mathematically accurate 1/8ths in which to react to rather than “guess.”

W.D. Gann asked us to (# 2) insert angled lines inside our trading frame starting at either the upper left or lower left hand side after we decided which was our “best-guess” high / low extremes.

We let the software find the trading frame automatically for you and insert the angled lines automatically with just one click, so you may keep focused on trading and profiting not “busywork.”

Please look at chart # 3. and you will “see” the down angled lines in one trading frame and the up-angled lines in the next trading frame (signaling reversal “buy” and “sell” reversals).

Some new “students” have trouble understanding this angle concept.

Just pretend it (the angled line) is a boat paddle swinging toward an object and upon touching it, the velocity of its touching it would reverse it much as a hockey-stick hitting an ice puck would send it faster in the opposite direction.

We refer to these lines as “speed lines” because the speed of reversals are “speedier” or more violent when touching these lines (up or down).

We have studied speed lines and have noticed that reversals off 78. degree, 67. degree, 45. degree and 33. degree angles are more violent than others.

W.D. Gann noticed that markets (he centered his trading on commodities mainly) would set a “trend” and move along this trend (moving in the same direction) for 4 to 7 weeks before reversing (as we have seen in wheat, corn and soybeans the past 3 months).

Please look at charts # 2. and # 4.

We set the up and down parallel lines (we call them momentum lines) or trend lines, since they continue in one direction for an extended period of time, off the upper or lower left hand corner of our trading frame (pre-set by the software for you).

The software automatically knows where to insert them and which Trading Frame in
which to place them.

Please notice (count) how many times this market reversed off these pre-set lines (set off our pre-set trading frame) that we set off pre-set horizontal lines back 6 months.

We “teach” trading simple.

Please look at chart # 2. and you shall “see” several lines that are thinner than the others.

We have found that momentum lines should be drawn off the even numbers: 0/8th, 2/8th, 4/8th, 6/8th and finally 8/8th horizontal line and extended up and to the right set at 45 degree angles only.

Our parallel lines (Andrews Parallels) are set automatically by the software and we just sit back and watch to see if the price breaks our lines, instead of waiting for Low A1., then High B1., then Low A2., then on to draw parallel line High B1 to High B2, then onto our extension sets (above and below our original parallel lines. There are very few rules to trading parallel momentum lines so you may just take all the W.D. Gann horizontal lines (1/8th) rules and apply them to these angled lines that measure daily trading to the right (going forward).

We insert the thinner lines in our trading strategy (for they signal a weaker market): (if it doesn’t move up or down off the more bold (even) lines: this tells us to reverse positions faster.

We have done extensive work on “watching markets reverse” off 45 degree paralleled angled lines (inside our trading frame) and we find them to be as accurate as the W.D. Gann “theory” of taking the two extremes (high / low) and dividing them into an octave then “watching for reverses off them. (this is because markets actually slide to the right as they move up or down through time:(just imagine price bouncing off the walls of a shoe box as it rotates in a spiral to the right): right !

We have found that markets will move to the right in a channel (at a 45 degree angle most often) and then we shall expect reversals to come off 45 degree up angles set off Time Lines: 0/8th, 2/8th, 4/8th, 6/8th, or 8/8th and even into the next trading frame.

But we should not look for these channel reverses to repeat more than 3 or 4 times: they break down over time.

Charts # 2. and # 4. confirm these rules.

We are aware that markets will move to the right and spike up or down off 67. degree or 22.5 degree angled lines, but the 67. degree reverses (87.5% of all “traders” are always too late to enter) and the 22.5 degree angle markets are (too “boring” to participate in) so most traders leave them alone.

So we just want you be aware of them and react to them if they suit your trading philosophy.

Anyway, the speed angles take care of most of these (67. degree and 22.5 degree angle momentum) trading conditions.

We believe it to be better to trade off fewer rules and to trade off markets that present themselves as more predictable.

There are already enough rules to learn.

Time and Price are “weighed” and argued back and forth as being more critical as a measure of the next move, but we subscribe to the “theory” that “Price change” in the shortest period of time is more important than Time movement of price (look at today’s volatility).

The two numbers (ratios): 38.2% and 61.8% are used by every “Guru” as the standard Fibonacci Numbers or the Golden Mean Numbers run (up or down) minimum or maximum price movement or time movement by which we might expect the greater odds that any
market shall reverse directions.

We propose that W.D. Gann actually meant 3/8th (37.5%) or 5/8th (62.5%) of any 8/8th extremes (memorized the night before) then traded (without a computer).

Please go along (all four) charts and count how many reversals occurred off the even Time Lines and how many occurred off the “odd” Time Lines.

From chart # 1. we “see” that this market fell -9/8ths in (6/8th Time) and then it reversed and went back up exactly +9/8ths in (6/8th Time) and we never took either of these two extremes and set them as our “start” or “end” of our trading frame but we simply note that it reversed both times off (even) Time MMILines!

Please count the different reversals inside these charts # 1. through # 4. How many ran up or down 3/8th or 5/8th ?

How many reverses occurred exactly off one of our (even) Time Lines (set one year earlier and simply brought forward) ?

We count (23) market reverses (if only for one day) off pre-set MM reversal days.

So we must take every reversal: no one knows when the “big one” comes.

There were (32) (even) reversal opportunities: this market “reacts” to rate changes set to a change in raw goods produced off: water, light, and the amount of heat in the ground between the winter and spring:(ask any farmer).

We simply let the software set its own trading frame (width set to Binary Math): 1,2,4,8,16,32,64, then 1,2,4,8,16,32,64) starting back at the 1st Frost each year (10-1) (Noah) and come forward each frame till the end of any trading year: then we start over: the earth does this !

Please look at chart # 2. and we shall “see” that this market reversed off Time Days (2/8th), (6/8th), (4/8th), and finally (2/8th) exactly on the day !

W.D. Gann often said to watch for any market to get up above or below its 8/8th or 0/8th and it would most likely not move above or below these lines more than 1/8th or 2/8th and then it would come back down into its trading frame (8/8th).

Please look at all four charts and you will “see” that the software automatically types in “Overbought” and “Oversold” on the Trading Frame for you, so you don’t have to guess when to expect reversals: off extremes.

Too many traders get caught up in trying to find the best 8/8ths trading frame and spend too much time chasing trades that reverse off “some off 1/8th line” (they can’t see).

We just keep it simple and use his generic” Natural Numbers” 1/8th trading lines set to Base 10.

This market reversed every time off its Overbought / Oversold “conditions.”

This market did it (two times) Up at 53.12%; then in chart # 4. on Feb. 12th it broke above the third time (but failed to hold) did it break the W.D. Gann “3rd Time Rule” to higher highs?

The “Habit” Rule is three tries to change.

Genesis: has 99 sets of three parables.

We subscribe to the “observation” that a market must close above its +2/8th line by one cent or close above its +1/8th line for 4 to 7 days in a row (not three to seven as W.D. said) to satisfy the “3rd Time rule.”

During W. D. Gann’s day, the return of one’s securities was longer, but now, the S.E.C. has changed the reporting period to (hold three days) then release or return your monies for more trades, so this “creates” the rhythm of the (4) day short term trading cycle we “see” all the time now in the US 30 Yr. Bond Market and the S&P 500 Cash Index Market.

But, W.D. Gann also spoke to markets “hitting up against old highs” as many as four
or five times before they broke through to higher highs, (but he quit there): odds too high for more.

Too many “Guru’s” stop at his set of “three tries” rule and expect everything to reverse exactly off three tries (because Gann said it): (please read it all).

We “see” that his “5th Time” Rule was completed in chart # 4. on Feb. 21st when it “drove through” 5.391% and shot straight up to 5.625%.

Some traders are always confused when any market breaks out to higher highs or lower lows, but we let the software automatically tell us where to expect any market to stall-out: after it takes out its current 8/8th line or 0/8th MMTLines.

Example: please look at chart # 1. and you shall “see” that the 8/8th line = 5.313% and then on to chart # 2. and the last low was down at 50.00% with its high up at 5.625, so the trading frame automatically reset to the extremes: 0/8th at 50.00% and 8/8th up at 5.625%.

Then into chart # 3. this market slowed down in its higher and lower range, so the software automatically made the 1/8ths smaller but just as effective since it can not get out of its current 8/8ths until it does (then the software will automatically widen for you) and you will take wider spread profits off wider 1/8ths.

Every W. D. Gann student has been taught to do exactly this (expand and contract the widths of the range) off each new high / low extremes, but we have all been “confused” about where and when to do it. (this isn’t our job).

Please look at chart # 1., then chart # 2., the on to # 3., and finally to chart #4.

You “see” the same thing our software knew inherently: that all markets expand and contract and as Time moves to the right and as past trading action leaves our minds, we should dismiss it until our current trading action comes back (up or down to challenge it) to breakout higher or fall lower to lower lows.

This concept is Physics at its lowest level.

This is exactly what W.D. Gann tried to tell you (but not exactly): he wanted the edge (down in the “pits”). He quoted Faraday as saying everything is measurable down to the Nth degree.

Plus, without a computer he couldn’t teach students who were afraid of math and geometry: Pathagoras and Euclid.

I know you “saw” that the 8/8th trading line in chart # 1. shifted to the 4/8th trading line in chart # 2., then it shifted back to the 8/8th trading line in chart #3., then, finally it has moved back down to its 4/8th line again in chart # 4.

Too many “traders” won’t shift the width of their 1/8 bands to accommodate the market’s current rhythm, so they will get into trades that are ready to reverse.

Please look back at October 5th 1998., (chart #1.) where we told everyone to go short the Bond Market and “pocket triples” on our “put options” in only four trading days.

Please notice that this market reverses more often and more violently off its (even) (1/8th) Time Lines: 2,4,6,8,0.

We believe in W.D. Gann’s Trading Square, but we let the software pick the same starting point each year (1st Frost) and you can “see” how much more accurate you are doing this than setting your Time Frame (yourself) off which (?) high or low: who knows?

Funny, but everyone (all Gann students included) set rates this year off the 1st Frost (week) recognized by our software (because W.D. Gann’s High / Low Extremes Starting Point lined up with our computer’s “Starting Day,” set to (10:1).

Some traders say this isn’t right, but the software never picked last October 5th for any reason other than it said it was the best day to start based off the world temperature
(that kills all commodities).

Anytime a student wants to predict the future (market extreme turns) I ask them how many falls did it take after 1929 for the stock market to finally bottom out!?

They think it just fell all the way down in just one day: and bottomed out.

It took many short-legged falls until late 1932: (they wouldn't let you buy gold: it happen again folks). We should trade off: 4, 8, 12 day swings and let the future do as it wishes.

No one but the rich had any money in the stock market in 1929 (anyway): so who cares anyway: most of us have “day jobs.”

The rich were “greedy” so they chose to go bankrupt (for buying with no margin).

# 5. Trading rule: 5 circles of Conflict.

Please look at chart # 1. and we shall “see” that this market already knows where the 5 Circles of Conflict are located even before it trades into the square: (out into the next Trading Frame).

Our 5th way to “see” a market reverse is watching market reactions to its Circles.

These 5 Circles of Conflict are the dominant “factors” that make all of these other “market reversal helpers” more accurate and predictable.

No one has ever inserted the 5 circles of Conflict (Trade Marked by the Murrey Math Trading System) into their trading strategy because no one ever “saw” them.

I “discovered” them back in 1993, and they grow more powerful as one looks at trading frames as far out as 32 or 64 days.

We should share the validity of the circles (as they affect daily and (intra-day) trading action for reversal signals).

The Elliott Wave must set itself to these 5 Circles of Conflict.

Thus, students of Elliott Wave Theory (Grand Scale Move = 144) would make more predictable “calls” if they set our 5 Circles of Conflict out in front of their market’s trading action, then relaxed and watched the daily trading action avoid the se circles 75.% of the time.

These 5 Circles of Conflict go all the way back to 12,500 b.c. Egypt Pyramids.

Physics is a math language to predict movement into the future off “measured performance” off observable reactions.

One of my closest friends was a Physics teacher at Vanderbilt University, but all his brains couldn’t make him as much as a flight attendant with 20 years duty, so he went into “selling” and he is making more money showing people how to profit off looking at charts than he did trying to teach them to “think.”

The 1st thing he said when he opened up my software was, “you are using the Standing Wave to predict future stochastic-shocks into the future.”

He asked me how I learned it and I reported back that I just “saw” it.

W.D. Gann told you to look at a chart so you could “see” price reversals more clearly than you could “read” it. (he asked you to just “see” it).

The radio and the T.V. occupy too much of your “mental queries” if they do more than give you “scores.”(you must “see” anything).

No human alive ever imagined the greatness of physics from listening to the radio how great Michael Jordon performed “physics.”

All sports, trading markets and religion are based of pure math (numbers).

We may all agree that Pat Head from U. of Tennessee teaches her girls the 2-1-2 zone defense: easiest to learn.: watched me play college basketball: (she watched me play college basketball: 1960).

Physics is measured off math formulas (that scare grown ups): they tell you they are
no good at math (long before you tell them that all our physics is hidden deep inside the software: so not to worry).

And finally to religion: some preachers think that numbers are sinful to religion.

Every religion is based off a trilogy and the number (13), which is good luck (wisdom): m.w.d = 12.5.13.

Please allow me some of your time to expound upon the 5 Circles of Conflict as how they parallel religion in their basic logic premise to numbers.

The 1st recorded logic: religious:numbers equation to the 5 Circles of Conflict were recorded as the 32 Paths of Gra. (1 a.d.)

The most read religion is the Old Testament’s 5 Scrolls (circles) called the Torah.

The most used math equation to count is the Moslem use of Base of Ten: (Abacus 1202 a.d.).

There are 304,805 letters arranged in rows (64) with 4,772 letters per linear progression in the Torah.

Sir Isaac Newton, Physics teacher from Vanderbilt University: England Branch, spent 25 years trying to break the code of the Torah. (he couldn't).

Every student of the Torah has tried to “see” a hidden story inside history!

Every student of “anything” wants to know the “why” behind “how it works” Why?

Every alphabet created by humans has substituted numbers (frequency pitch) into letters which may be created by forcing air out you mouth (at different speeds), so if you work backwards, you may hear that words are letters and letters are sounds and sounds may be substituted for numbers (which are represented in physics).

The comprehension level of most “rookie” traders is filled with so many “habits” and “old traders’ tales” that they cannot move forward to accept the simple fact that digital recorders actually turn sound into (numbers) and store them until we ask a machine to reproduce them by creating a frequency pitch off noise (not an instrument): music.

Anyone “over forty” will not comprehend what I just said (nor do they care to know anymore than how safe they can make their personal lives) from “change.”

32 and 64 are the Binary Sets to all Knowledge!

The Bible Code written by Michael Drosnin (found in the Torah that Yitzhak Rabin would die by assassination, so Michael Drosnin told him personally when he would die and he was assassinated anyway soon after).

Cracking the Bible by Jeffrey Satinover. M.D. spread the word that the Torah was set to a frame of (64) rows of 4772 letters.

Aryeh Kaplan, Physicist (youngest to join U.S. Government who has written over 50 books) wrote Sefer Yetzirah: The Book of Creation. In this book he establishes he fact that the Hebrew Alphabet is arrived at from two different math formulas: A) Circle and B) the 32 Paths of Gra. (both are based off Binary Math and Fibonacci Sequence).

The 32 Paths of Gra were “discovered” in the 1st Century by a Rabbi who refused to “believe” in the Egyptian “Tree of Life.” We subscribe to the 32 Paths of Gra not the Tree of Life.

Please look at our chart # 1. and chart # 2. and you will “see” two sets of (5) Circles of Conflict, which are actually only (8), so we add the center circle from the last circle and the center circle into the next square, then we have the 32 Paths of Gra.

There are: 1) 10 points, 2) 22 lines, 3) seven vertical lines, 4) 12 diagonal lines, which are only (22) lines.

In the 1st Century (Jewish) intellectuals assigned one of the 22 letters of the Hebrew
Alphabet, which may derived at through Binary Math or from equal parts of any circle, to the 32 Paths of Gra.

The #32 (in Hebrew) = Heart, Honor, and Glory.

Torah says earth is a Blue Emerald. Tzitzit of blue wool has 32 threads. Torah: Genesis: 32 paths outlined. Song of Moses: Deuteronomy: 32: “all of Israel may be found in these five books.” 32 sound pitch change variations in “C.” Zechariah: said the universe is equal to 1/3200th of part of the Torah. Primary Genetria has 32 principles of Exegesis used by Chazal it interpret the Torah. Pythagoras said the Universe’s circumference was equal to multiplying the radius of hydrogen x 3.14 (out 16). 31 nerves going to brain = thoughts. 32 branches to Date Palm. The Seif devout has 10 parts. 10 Utterances on the 6th day. Six 1st perfect Number: then 28, 496. Book of Ezekiel etched onto 64 stones. Mayan Indians had two calendars: 20 x 12 = 260 and 365 minus (5) days called the civil calendar. They predict end 2010 a.d. Our calendar 365 days = blood vessels. Bible Code speaks to: 2000, 2010, 2113. Nuclear war predicted in 2,000 a.d. Murrey Math predicts 2112 a.d.

All of this is good information: but “the ear is not satiated from hearing or eyes from seeing, it is thought turned to wisdom,” that transforms us to traders.

So, we set out trading Frame to: 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 days Binary-Math: =1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64: 128, 256, 1024 (9th place).

3/8th and 5/8th of 1024 = 640 and 384.

384 = the lunar calendar: Sun: Moon: Earth Eclipse. 640 square acres = 1 mile.


On perfect sphere = 384 circles or (64) hexagons: around sphere: golf ball.

The golf ball is a sphere = flat plane = circle: 22 letters in Hebrew Alphabet divided into 360 (Noahian Calendar Days) (10:1) so 22 (letters) into 360 degrees = 16.363636. 16 x 24 hours equal 384 days = Lunar Calendar.

All that I have told you was already deciphered by the Essences who translated the Torah from Hebrew and Aramaic and stored the scrolls in the caves (for later generations for confirmation).

You may be offended that I set our Trading Frame inside the 5 Circles of Conflict, which are the Standing Wave in Physics.

The Ulam Spiral is a math spiral of numbers highlighting the Primary numbers out to 262,144 and then you stand back and “observe” it and you “see” the standing wave (5 Circles of Conflict) set to a square (with ten triangle pedals around the center circle).

The Bible Code was deciphered by Harold Gans (cryptologist) who headed the Manhattan Project for the U.S. Government to “create” the Hydrogen Bomb (U 238) implosion of the ratio of 1:16 hydrogen expansion from a compressed piece of Plutonium.

The Bible Code was finally deciphered as a result of the work of: 1) Alan Turing from London, England who “fathered” software and deciphered the Enigma German Secret War Code, (sorry Bill Gates) and John Von Neumann from Los Alamos, New Mexico, who “fathered” the computer (sorry Michael Dell) who is moving 3,120 workers to Nashville, Tennessee next month: we love it for home prices: up fast.

One last comment about the Torah: it was discovered by Nechunya (Jerusalem) in the 1st Century: a day equals 29.530588 days per Lunar Month: how did he know without a computer?

It took almost 3,125 years for an American Satellite to prove it true. (what was already known).

But, all this “good news” will make you not one “tin” dime off what you learned about trading
off 5 simple rules (set up by Master Trader).
So let’s look at: BKX (Bank Index) chart (chart # 5) and we shall “see” all the profits you
need (to feed your family and not work at your day job anymore).
18 trades over 4 months “profited” $50,000. staying with only one market !
Interest Rates moved every few days, so this market reverses against rate changes: how simple is it to trade ?

Markets that reverse off (odd) Time Lines fall or rise off rhythm. See it ! ?
But do you circles work on normal stocks?
Yes indeed: look at chart # 6. I.B.M. (no hits) !!!
We hope you shall have learned that “trading” is simple (if we keep the rules to (5)
and we let someone else do all the work for us: why make life complicated ? (5 rules are
covered by the software).
All these numbers were here before we got here and they will be here after we leave here:
(for our children to learn all over again).
Some are “offended” at linking morals, religion, math and trading: but one man got mad
twice when he found the “money changers” giving out “plug” nickels, and he also said that “yod”
1/10th (Base Ten) should be returned from your trading profits: so please go for it: trade off only
(10) simple rules (for all markets) and cheerfully pay your “dues.”

The Murrey Math book (two learning manuals) is available from Traders World Magazine for
$78.00 Murrey Math Software (end-of-day version) which includes two sets of software and the
Murrey Math book is $583.00 A Murrey Math 90 Trial on the software is $90.00. A CD of Murrey
Math Lessons is priced at $150.00. Add shipping of $4.95 for any of the above in U.S. Foreign
shipping is extra. To order call Traders World Magazine at 800-288-4266 or go to our secure
order catalog on our site to order at www.tradersworld.com